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FACEBOOK ISN’T DEAD!

In fact, it can drive a ton of traffic to your blog. We’re going to break it 
all down for you; how to optimize your page, how to utilize groups, and 
everything about the 3/4 rule that you need to be following.

Facebook is a hub for engagement, which is why getting blog traffic from 
Facebook is often much more successful than trying to get it from Instagram. 
People tend to stay on the Instagram app and avoid venturing to other 
websites while on the app. People use Facebook differently though, wanting 
that true engagement and interaction. This is why when it comes to blog 
traffic, Facebook is going to be your bestie! This is especially true when it 
comes to blog repurposing because you can repost an old blog post from a 
few years ago and gain a lot of traction, while on Instagram, the picture might 
not fit your feed anymore.

There are some rules of engagement on Facebook that we’re going to share 
with you to boost your followers and explode your page views. Just like 
Instagram, if people are engaging with your posts on Facebook, they’re more 
likely to see your posts in their feed later on. So you want to make sure you’re 
getting people to engage with your posts as much as possible.
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1) OPTIMIZE

Optimizing your page can often be overlooked, but it can be a huge 
engagement booster. The captions below your cover and profile photos can 
be used to really show viewers what to expect on your page, some links you 
want them to push, etc. You can even keep it fresh for each season.

Keep your “About” page updated. If you update your blogs “About Me” page, 
make sure you do the same to your Facebook page. Keep those up to date 
and looking fresh. Include links and calls-to-action in your cover photo, profile 
pic, about me page, etc. While Facebook doesn’t like constant links in your 
posts, it’s fine if you have those links placed here! Put them where you can.

You can also pin posts to the top of your page. Be very strategic about this. 
Make sure this post isn’t just a silly meme or tip. Make it a link to your blog, a 
post you want to boost, or to an affiliate link that you want to share more.

Lastly on optimization, use bit.ly links. These will shrink the URL’s to make 
them shorter and more manageable. You can make a free account, shorten the 
link, and then see how many clicks you receive on that link. This will show you 
what you need to change or what you need to keep doing!
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2) VIDEO CONTENT

Facebook loves videos. Memes, photos, and lengthy posts will do well, 
but the videos will be shown the most on Facebook and gain the most 
engagement. Videos on Facebook also have rules, though. Instead of 
posting a YouTube link, upload the video directly to Facebook. This makes 
the post more visually appealing and easier to engage with.

Facebook Live is also your friend! Everyone who likes your page will be 
notified when you go live and this is an easy way to immediately boost 
your engagement.
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3) 3:4 RULE

A big rule we try to live by is the ¾ rule: ¾ of your content should be native 
and should stay on your Facebook page. The other ¼ can send your viewers to 
another page, such as your website, blog, or an affiliate link.

This rule is to keep the Facebook algorithm happy. Facebook wants people 
staying on Facebook, so keep ¾ of your content on the app, and the other ¼ 
linked to where you want it. So if you post 4 times a day, 3 posts need to stay 
on Facebook, and the last one can go to your blog or an affiliate link.

While this seems counterintuitive, you can grow your audience substantially 
just with these native Facebook posts to keep them on your page. By giving to 
your audience in this way you’re also following the marketing tactic of, “give, 
give, give, sell.” Give to your audience 3 times, then you can put something in 
front of them to sell. 

Create shareable content for Facebook! With just a few shares from your 
friends, thousands of other new people can see it, growing your page & 
engaging your followers even more. After your posts have quite a few shares 
and likes, you can go through and invite those new people to like your page. 
This is a great way to see what posts are doing well and what followers you’re 
missing out on!

Another great tactic to gaining engagement and finding out what else is doing 
well on Facebook is looking at pages that are similar to your own and seeing 
what posts of theirs are doing well. Learn from other bloggers online, don’t feel 
like you always have to reinvent the wheel. 
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4) FACEBOOK GROUPS

Facebook groups can also really help with engagement and growth. These 
groups allow you to share something of yours, such as recipes, and help boost 
others’ posts. With groups, test them out and see which are giving the most 
value to you.

Consider starting your own group! This is to create a deeper relationship with 
your followers and encourage even more engagement.

5) SYSTEMS
Create a system for sharing: Create a spreadsheet or Trello board with links for 
sharing. This will help when you need to fill up those scheduled posts for the 
day and you’re not sure what to post. You can take those links and create a 
system for sharing them. You can also do this for your own links.

Share your friends’ posts! Create a small group so it’s easy to find each other’s 
posts. Grow together, even if they don’t have a lot of engagement on their 
things, you need to work together with others. 

On the flip side, also be sure to share some posts that have a lot of 
engagement, because it will transfer to creating a lot of engagement on your 
own posts. Always remember to make sure these posts stay on brand.
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LASTLY, SOME DON’TS OF FACEBOOK:

AVOID CROSS-POSTING. This means that if you post on Instagram, 
avoid immediately reposting the same thing to Facebook. There’s an option 
when you post on Instagram to post to other platforms, such as Facebook. 
Don’t do this. This is a hard one to avoid because it’s so easy, but refrain 
from it.

Facebook wants you posting directly on the app. You can repost it by 
copying and pasting to Facebook, but avoid the one-click repost on the 
Instagram app. This is to keep the algorithm happy so that your posts are 
being seen!

ANOTHER DON’T OF FACEBOOK IS HASHTAGS. Avoid 
using hashtags on Facebook. Use them the most on Instagram, a little less 
on Twitter, even less on Pinterest, and the absolute least on Facebook.

SCHEDULE WITH FACEBOOK. Avoid outside schedulers and 
schedule your posts directly on the app itself. 

Implementing all of these tips and tricks can seem like a lot at once, but 
they will help to boost your page views and increase your overall Facebook 
presence! Happy posting!
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